
SPERIAN HAND PROTECTION TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

XSmall D2588XS 28 inches 14 ½ inches 12 inches 6 ½ inches 801462028232

Small D2588S 28 inches 15 ½ inches 13 inches 7 ½ inches 801462028218

Medium D2588M 29 inches 17 inches 14 inches 7 inches 801462028201

Large D2588L 30 inches 18 inches 15 inches 7 ¾ inches 801462028195

XLarge D2588XL 30 inches 19 inches 16 inches 7 ¾ inches 801462028225

Sizes Part # Arm Length Shoulder Width Forearm Wrist UPC

TESTING INFORMATION

PRODUCT INFORMATION

• Double stainless steel sleeves, cover the armfrom shoulder to wrist 
• Polypropylene strap harness holds sleeves securely
• Harness prevents gaps which could cause injury
• Easily donned and removed, and comfortable weight distribution when worn.

SPERIAN WHITING + DAVIS - SLEEVES

*Length includes 3” webbing

PRODUCT FEATURES

Whiting + Davis products are not CE certified, but are manufactured following the European Standard of
EN1082; section 6.4.1 states: 
“Smoothly and progressively apply a force that pulls the rings apart as it rises from 0 N to 100 N (22½ pounds of
force) over a period of 2 to 10 seconds. Report all instances of rings or plates opening or breaking at a force of
below 100 N.”
*N(Newton) = .225 pounds of force 
Whiting+ Davis products, and Whiting + Davis products manufactured by Chainex have always exceeded the
European Standard. 

Stainless Steel Ring Data

SS Material 316
Wire Diameter .0197
Ring Outside Diameter .157
Ring Inside Diameter .118
Ring Weight .00003804

REPAIR SERVICE

The use of gloves and aprons in extreme working conditions may occasionally require the need for repairs due to worn or broken rings
or straps. A dedicated workshop for repair that can help extend the life of our products is located at the Whiting + Davis facility. Choosing

Whiting + Davis as your repair center will decrease the risk of faulty rings due to improper repair. Each mesh glove or garment will be
refurbished to “like new” quality. Contact your Distributor for details.
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Hand protection with a Perfect Fit

This information is provided as a guideline for product use. The end user is solely responsible for determining the suitability of a particular glove for a specific
application and the length of time in which such glove may be safely used.

WARNINGS

* Sleeves are cut-resistant, not cut proof. Extreme caution should be used around moving machinery.
** Laundering sleeves that have been in contact with toxic or corrosive chemicals may result in a chemical reaction, including fumes that

could cause personal injury, serious illness or death.

LAUNDERING INSTRUCTIONS

Metal mesh gloves and garments should be cleaned and sanitized at least once daily, particularly in food processing and food handling
operations to comply with regulations governing these industries. This can be accomplished by using a mild detergent in clean, warm

water and vigorously scrubbing gloves to remove foreighn matter. The gloves can also be laundered in washing machine, again using a
mild detergent. Water temperature of 122° F (50° C) is recommended whether gloves are manually or machine washed.

After washing, gloves must be rinsed in clean, hot water, at least 180°F (82° C). Only disinfectants approved by food hygiene authorities
should be used. After gloves have been cleaned and rinsed, stor in a cool, dry and well ventilated area.

The practice of hitting gloves against work stations or hard surfaces of any kind to remove debris is specifically discouraged, as such repetitive

action could damage the mesh.


